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VIDAL ET AL.: FULL-WAVE ANALYSIS OF MICROWAVE DEVICES 3

A novel technique for the full-wave analysis of 3D complex waveguide de-5

vices is presented. This new formulation, based on the Boundary Integral-6

Resonant Mode Expansion (BI-RME) method, allows the rigorous full-wave7

electromagnetic characterization of 3D arbitrarily-shaped metallic structures8

making use of extremely low CPU resources (both time and memory). The9

unknown electric current density on the surface of the metallic elements is10

represented by means of Rao-Wilton-Glisson basis functions, and an alge-11

braic procedure based on a singular value decomposition is applied to trans-12

form such functions into the classical solenoidal and non-solenoidal basis func-13

tions needed by the original BI-RME technique. The developed tool also pro-14

vides an accurate computation of the electromagnetic fields at an arbitrary15

observation point of the considered device, so it can be used for predicting16

high-power breakdown phenomena. In order to validate the accuracy and ef-17

ficiency of this novel approach, several new designs of band-pass waveguides18

filters are presented. The obtained results (S-parameters and electromagnetic19

fields) are successfully compared both to experimental data, and to numer-20

ical simulations provided by a commercial software based on the finite-element21

technique. The results obtained show that the new technique is specially suit-22

able for the efficient full-wave analysis of complex waveguide devices consid-23

ering an integrated coaxial excitation, where the coaxial probes may be in24

contact with the metallic insets of the component.25
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1. Introduction

Coaxial waveguides have been extensively used as coupling or feeding elements,26

both for ground and space applications in the microwave and millimeter-wave range.27

A great variety of classical waveguide filters, such as evanescent-mode and in-line28

filters, are usually fed using a coaxial excitation due to its high power handling ca-29

pacity [Uher et al., 1993]. Although a significant number of technical contributions30

have studied the electromagnetic characterization of coaxial fed rectangular waveg-31

uide devices over the last recent years, most of such investigations are not able to32

cope with the full-wave analysis of passive waveguide filters with an integrated coax-33

ial excitation considering generalized coaxial probes (see, for instance, the magnetic34

feed used in [Wang et al., 1998]).35

Besides, in the case of more complex 3D waveguide components frequently used36

in critical receiver front-end applications, such as interdigital and comb-line waveg-37

uide filters, the coaxial probes are usually connected to the partial-height metallic38

posts of the input and output resonators with the aim of increasing the obtained39

coupling levels [Yao et al., 1995]. To the authors’ knowledge, few works have been40

devoted to the rigorous full-wave analysis (including the accurate computation of41

the related EM fields) of such configuration by means of modal techniques. Nor-42

mally, the existing solvers make use of hybrid techniques, or are limited to coaxial43

probes with canonical geometries and to classical feed designs. For instance, a full-44

wave computer-aided design (CAD) tool for analyzing a collinear coaxial transition45

in rectangular waveguide is presented in [Gerini and Guglielmi , 2001]. Although the46
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investigated structure considers a connection between a cylindrical coaxial probe and47

an inner metallic post, the shape of such post is restricted to a rectangular geometry.48

The same limitations are found in the work performed in [Ruiz-Cruz et al., 2005],49

where a CAD tool for the analysis and design of rectangular waveguide filters with50

elliptic response was presented using the mode-matching method. Another remark-51

able contribution can be found in [El Sabbagh et al., 2001], where a full-wave analysis52

of comb-line waveguide filters was performed. Although the authors claimed that53

a rigorous full-wave method was used in the analysis stage, the connection between54

the coaxial probes and the considered cylindrical posts was not taken into account55

in the multimodal analysis. More recently, complex waveguide filters were analyzed56

following a multimodal approach in [Mira et al., 2013] and a very efficient CAD tool57

was presented. However, the proposed technique is not able to model the connection58

between the coaxial line and the considered cylindrical posts.59

In order to overcome the cited drawbacks of the aforementioned contributions, the60

objective of this work is to present a novel technique for the efficient and rigorous61

full-wave analysis of complex waveguide devices considering an integrated coaxial62

excitation. The developed CAD tool, not only enables to cope with the electro-63

magnetic characterization of generalized coaxial probes that may be in contact with64

the metallic elements present in the filter resonators, but it also provides a precise65

computation of the electromagnetic fields at an arbitrary observation point of the66

considered device. Therefore, this work constitutes a significant extension of the67

preliminary contribution presented by the authors in [Quesada et al., 2010].68
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The full-wave analysis of the considered waveguide components is based on an ex-69

tended formulation of the classical 3D Boundary Integral-Resonant Mode Expansion70

(BI-RME) method [Arcioni et al., 2002]. The developed technique, which is very71

efficient from a computational point of view, combines the use of Rao-Wilton-Glisson72

(RWG) basis functions to represent the unknown electric current on the surface of the73

metallic elements of the analyzed component [Rao et al., 1982], and the employment74

of an algebraic procedure based on a singular value decomposition (SVD) to cast75

such basis functions into the classical solenoidal and non-solenoidal basis functions76

needed by the original BI-RME technique [Golub and Van Loan, 1996].77

It is very important to insist on the fact that previous contributions devoted to the78

analysis of waveguide components using the 3D BI-RME method cannot deal with the79

connection of the coaxial probe to the loading posts or to the resonator metallic walls.80

For instance, the set of the specialized basis functions used in [Mira et al., 2013, 2005]81

does not permit to represent the connection between the coaxial line and the partial-82

height posts, since such functions are restricted to mesh only cylindrical geometries.83

A similar problem can be found when star-loop basis functions are used, that can84

not properly represent the contribution of the requested solenoidal basis functions85

(in particular if an open mesh needs to be employed, and the mesh is in contact with86

the cavity walls). In this case, the implementation of the SVD algorithm becomes87

crucial in order to correctly obtain the solenoidal and non-solenoidal contributions of88

the RWG basis functions.89
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The authors would like to stress the fact that the implemented software could be90

also employed for analyzing other 3D complex waveguide structures in which the91

coaxial excitation may not be present, and a general surface meshing is required.92

This is the case, for instance, of inductive iris waveguide filters with rounded corners93

in the longitudinal section of the component, which are frequently used in waveguide94

diplexers. Note that the full-wave analysis of such complex structures cannot be95

addressed using classical approaches, as the full-wave method used in [Cogollos et al.,96

2001].97

Next, the theory related to the extension of the 3D BI-RME method using RWG98

basis functions is presented, and the SVD algorithm is applied to yield the solenoidal99

and non-solenoidal contributions of the electric current density. Detailed expressions100

of the electric and the magnetic fields inside the cavity are provided, as well. Af-101

terwards, several designs of complex waveguide components are presented in order102

to validate the accuracy of the proposed technique. In addition, the electromag-103

netic fields inside the designed components have been calculated using the developed104

tool, and they have been successfully compared to the simulated data provided by a105

commercial software based on the finite-element technique.106

2. Full-wave analysis of complex waveguide filters using advanced modal

techniques

The main objective of this section is to present a full-wave analysis procedure for the107

efficient characterization of complex waveguide filters including an integrated coaxial108

excitation. The developed technique, which is based on the 3D Boundary Integral-109
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Resonant Mode Expansion method [Arcioni et al., 2002; Mira et al., 2005], allows the110

connection between the coaxial probe used to excite the component and any metallic111

element placed inside the filter resonator. To this aim, the classical 3D BI-RME112

technique, which was originally formulated in terms of solenoidal and non-solenoidal113

basis functions employed to represent the unknown electric current density, has been114

properly extended to cope with the use of the more general Rao-Wilton-Glisson basis115

functions [Rao et al., 1982].116

This novel extension allows us to mesh, without any geometrical restriction, the117

surface of the metallic insets of the filter using triangular cells, thus obtaining a very118

flexible tool for the analysis and design of advanced 3D waveguide filters that may be119

fed (or not) by generalized coaxial probes. Besides, the analytical expressions of the120

electric and the magnetic fields at an arbitrary observation point of the considered121

device are also derived and discussed, thus finally providing a rigorous tool that can122

be employed, as well, for evaluating breakdown phenomena, such as the well-known123

multipactor and corona effects [Cameron et al., 2007].124

In order to obtain the generalized admittance matrix (GAM) of lossless microwave125

devices with an arbitrary 3D geometry, the classical formulation of the BI-RME126

method yields a matrix problem in the following form [Mira et al., 2005]:127

(A− k2B)x = Cv (1)128

where k is the wavenumber, v represents the excitation of the structure, and x129

constitutes the unknown of the problem, which is related to the electric current130

density on the surface of the metallic elements (see more details in [Mira et al.,131
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2005]). Moreover, when a set of RWG basis functions is used to model the unknown132

electric current density on the metallic inset surfaces of the structure, the classical133

expressions of the BI-RME matrices A, B and C used in (1) must be properly134

updated as follows:135

ARWG =

[

K4 0
0 SRWG

]

(2a)136

BRWG =

[

K2 RRWG

(RRWG)
T

VRWG

]

(2b)137

CRWG =

[

−KF
−LRWG

]

(2c)138

139

In the previous expressions, K is a diagonal matrix containing the first M resonant140

wavenumbers km of a canonical rectangular cavity, while the rest of matrices can be141

defined as:142

SRWG
rp =

∫

S

∫

S′

∇S · fr(r)g
e(r, r ′)∇ ′

S · fp(r
′) dS dS ′ (3a)143

VRWG
rp =

∫

S

∫

S′

fr(r) ·G
A
0 (r, r

′) · fp(r
′) dS dS ′ (3b)144

RRWG
mp =

∫

S
Em(r) · fp(r) dS (3c)145

LRWG
rn =

∫

S

∫

S′

fr(r) · ∇S ×G
F

0 (r, r
′) · hn(r

′) dS dS ′ −
1

2

∫

S
fr(r

′) · en(r) dS (3d)146

Fmn =
∫

S
Hm(r) · hn(r) dS (3e)147

148

where fr(r) denotes a vector with the RWG basis functions; Em(r) and Hm(r) are,149

respectively, the m-th electric and magnetic-type resonant modes of the considered150

rectangular resonator; ge(r, r ′) represents the electric-type scalar Green’s function151

related to a rectangular cavity; G
A

0 (r, r
′) and G

F

0 (r, r
′) are, respectively, the electric152
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and magnetic-type quasi-static dyadic Green’s functions of the boxed resonator; and153

en(r) and hn(r) represent the n-th electric and magnetic vector mode functions of154

the waveguide access ports.155

Once the elements of the matrices deduced in (3) have been computed, we need to156

transform them into the matrices used in the classical BI-RME formulation, which157

are referred to a solenoidal and non-solenoidal set of basis functions [Mira et al.,158

2005]. To this aim, a singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm performed on159

matrix SRWG is proposed, in order to generate the aforementioned transformation160

matrices [Golub and Van Loan, 1996]. Note that the application of an SVD approach161

is needed in order to yield a proper projection of the RWG basis functions onto their162

non-solenoidal (column-space) and solenoidal (null-space) counterparts needed in the163

classical formulation. Therefore, the SVD decomposition of matrix SRWG yields:164

SRWG = UΛV (4)165

In this expression, U is an orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors166

of SRWG(SRWG)T , and VT is an orthogonal matrix containing the eigenvectors of167

(SRWG)TSRWG. Besides, Λ is a diagonal matrix with the singular values of matrix168

SRWG. The non-zero singular values are arranged in increasing order and they corre-169

spond to the absolute value of the eigenvalues of matrix SRWG (note that this matrix170

is symmetrical). The Nnsol non-zero singular values are related to the non-solenoidal171

basis functions, while the Nsol null singular values are associated with the solenoidal172

basis functions of the classical BI-RME formulation. Therefore, the total number of173

RWG basis functions is equal to Ntot=Nsol +Nnsol.174
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The SVD decomposition of the matrix SRWG provides the transformation matrices175

tV and tW as follows:176

tV = U(:, 1 : Nnsol)
T (5a)177

tW = U(:, Nnsol + 1 : Ntot)
T (5b)178

179

Next, the solenoidal W and non-solenoidal V basis functions can be readily obtained180

using the relations [Conciauro et al., 2000]:181













W1

W2
...

WNsol













= tW













f1
f2
...

fNtot













(6a)182













V1

V2
...

VNnsol













= tV













f1
f2
...

fNtot













(6b)183

184

Finally, the computation of matrix U allows us to derive the set of the classical185

BI-RME matrices (see [Mira et al., 2005]) needed to obtain the generalized admit-186
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tance matrix of the analyzed component:187

S = tV S
RWGtTV (7a)188

V = tVV
RWGtTV (7b)189

W = tWVRWGtTW (7c)190

Q = tVV
RWGtTW (7d)191

R′ = RRWGtTV (7e)192

R′′ = RRWGtTW (7f)193

L′ = tVL
RWG (7g)194

L′′ = tWLRWG (7h)195
196

Although the calculation of the previous matrices derived in (7) involves several ma-197

trix multiplications and matrix inversions, such computation can be accelerated using198

QR decompositions. In addition, it is important to point out that, on account of the199

SVD decomposition performed on matrix SRWG, the new matrix S presents now200

a compact diagonal form thanks to the multiplication with its corresponding non-201

solenoidal transformation matrix, and the values of the diagonal are directly equal to202

the non-zero singular values of matrix Λ. As a consequence, the generalized eigen-203

value problem obtained starting from equation (1) and considering v = 0, becomes204

a standard eigenvalue problem since the new matrix A is now diagonal. Note that205

such eigenvalue problem provides the resonant modes of the structure, and it has to206
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be solved in order to obtain the GAM of the analyzed device in the form of pole207

expansions [Mira et al., 2005].208

2.1. Calculation of the electromagnetic fields in the structure

The electric current density on the surface of the metallic insets of the structure209

can be written as [Conciauro et al., 2000]:210

J(r) =
−jk

η
b tV f(r) +

1

η
c tW f(r) (8)211

In the previous equation, f(r) denotes the RWG basis functions; b is a vector con-212

taining the expansion coefficients related to the non-solenoidal basis functions; and213

c represents an auxiliary vector defined by [Mira et al., 2005]:214

c = W−1[(1/jk)L′′ v + jk(QT b+R′′T a)] (9)215

where the matrices W, L′′, Q, and R′′ have been defined in (7); v is the excitation216

vector used in (1), and a is a vector containing the so-called mode amplitudes:217

am =
1

k2
m(k

2
m − k2)

(

jkη
∫

S
Em(r) · J(r) dS − km

N
∑

n=1

vn

∫

S
Hm(r) · hn(r) dS

)

(10)218

being N the number of modes considered in the waveguide access ports. Moreover,219

note that vectors a and b are readily obtained after solving the matrix problem220

deduced in (1), since the state vector x = [a b]T [Mira et al., 2005].221

Next, starting from (8), we previously define:222

d =
−jk

η
b tV +

1

η
c tW (11)223

Then, making use of the mode amplitudes defined in (10), the desired expressions224

for the electric and magnetic fields in the structure can be finally written in terms225
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of both the coefficients d and the RWG basis functions used to represent the electric226

current density:227

E(r) =
η

j k
∇
∫

S
ge(r, r ′)∇′

S ·





Ntot
∑

nb=1

dnb
fnb

(r ′)



 dS ′ +
1

2

N
∑

n=1

vnen(r)228

− jkη
∫

S
G

A

0 (r, r
′) ·

Ntot
∑

nb=1

dnb
fnb

(r ′) dS ′ + k2
M
∑

m=1

amEm(r)229

+
N
∑

n=1

vn

∫

S
∇×G

F
0 (r, r

′) · hn(r
′) dS ′ (12a)230

HT (r) =
1

2





Ntot
∑

nb=1

dnb
fnb

(r)



× n−
1

jkη

N
∑

n=1

vn∇s

∫

S
gm(r, r ′)∇′

S · hn(r
′) dS ′

231

+
∫

S
∇×G

A
0 (r, r

′) ·
Ntot
∑

nb=1

dnb
fnb

(r ′) dS ′ −
jk

η

M
∑

m=1

amkmHm(r)232

+
jk

η

N
∑

n=1

vn

(

∫

S
G

F

0 (r, r
′) · hn(r

′) dS ′ −
M
∑

m=1

Hm(r)

k2
m

∫

S
Hm(r

′) · hn(r
′) dS ′

)

(12b)

233

234

where n is the inward unit vector normal to the surface; and gm(r, r ′) represents235

the magnetic-type scalar Green’s function related to a rectangular resonator. Note236

that the previous expressions concerning the electric and magnetic fields contain some237

integrals involving the static scalar and dyadic Green’s functions of a boxed resonator,238

and the RWG basis functions. Although such integrals can be evaluated numerically239

using specific integration rules intented for triangular regions [Cools , 1999], a drastical240

loss of accuracy is expected as the observation point approaches the source point, due241

to the well-known singular and hyper-singular behaviour of the Green’s functions. In242

the appendix A, a solution to overcome such problem is addressed and discussed in243

detail, and some useful closed expressions are provided.244

3. Numerical and experimental results
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Next, we proceed to verify the accuracy and the computational efficiency of the245

implemented CAD tool. To this aim, the proposed technique is used to design three246

advanced waveguide components: an interdigital filter with an integrated collinear247

coaxial feed, an inductive iris waveguide filter with rounded corners in the longitudinal248

section of the component, and an evanescent-mode filter excited using a top coaxial249

feed (vertical configuration).250

The first proposed design consists of a 5-resonator interdigital band-pass filter251

including a coaxial feed (collinear configuration) in which the probe is in contact with252

the metallic posts of the input and output resonators (see Fig. 2). The transverse253

dimensions of each rectangular resonator are 15.87mm×50mm, and the radius of all254

the considered cylindrical posts and tuning screws is 3.0 mm. Regarding the coaxial255

lines, the external radius is 3.0 mm, the internal radius is 0.65 mm (air filled), the256

length of the probes (up to the center of the metallic post) is 9.0 mm, and the feed257

point is located at a height of 6.79 mm. The rest of dimensions can be found in258

Table 1 and Table 2.259

In Fig. 3, we have represented the electrical response of the designed interdigital260

filter. Our simulated results are in excellent agreement with the numerical data pro-261

vided by a commercial software tool based on the finite-element technique (Ansys262

HFSS), thus validating the accuracy of the proposed analysis method. In order to263

achieve the convergent results presented in Fig. 3, 20 accessible modes have been264

considered in the analysis stage (only 10 modes in the coaxial lines). For meshing265

purposes, 1400 RWG basis functions have been employed on each cavity resonator,266
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and 1290 RWG basis functions have been used in the excitation cavities. Besides,267

the CPU time required for the computation of a complete frequency response (150268

frequency points) was only 28.9 s (6-core processor), thus demonstrating the compu-269

tational efficiency of the developed CAD tool (HFSS took about 5 min per frequency270

point).271

Finally, the electric field inside the designed interdigital filter has been computed272

at f = 1.75 GHz (central frequency of the passband of the filter) on the x = 0 plane273

(in Fig. 2, the origin of coordinates lies in the center of the input coaxial waveguide274

port). The obtained results, which are successfully compared with the data provided275

by Ansys HFSS, have been represented in Fig. 4. Note that the computation of the276

electric field may be very useful for predicting high-power breakdown phenomena,277

such as the well-known corona and multipactor effects.278

The next example, courtesy of Virginia Diodes Inc., deals with the design of an E-279

band inductive iris waveguide filter with rounded corners in the longitudinal section280

of the component, as represented in Fig. 5. The filter has been implemented in281

WR-10 rectangular waveguide (a = 2.54 mm, b = 1.27 mm), and the radius of the282

rounded corners is equal to 0.251 mm. The length of the inductive irises is 0.124 mm,283

and the corresponding widths can be found in Table 3. Moreover, the lengths of the284

waveguide resonators are listed in Table 4.285

This inductive filter has been successfully manufactured and measured, and the286

obtained S-parameters have been depicted in Fig. 6. The results obtained with the287

developed CAD tool are successfully compared both to measurements from Virginia288
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Diodes Inc., and to the simulations obtained with Ansys HFSS. The analysis of this289

advanced component was performed using 10 accessible modes and 380 RWG basis290

functions, while the CPU effort was about 16 s over 500 frequency points (Ansys291

HFSS needed about 8 min per frequency point to achieve convergent results).292

Finally, we have computed the magnetic field inside the considered inductive filter,293

concretely on the y = 0 plane (in Fig. 5, the origin of coordinates lies in the center294

of the input rectangular waveguide port). Note that the calculation of the magnetic295

field is very important to identify the zones of the filter with high levels of Joule296

effect losses (i.e. high temperature zones), and it is specially useful when handling297

high-power signals. Therefore, an accurate computation of the magnetic field allows298

the microwave designer to reach an optimum implementation of the proper baseplates299

to cool the component. In Fig. 7 we have depicted the computed magnetic field at300

f = 83 GHz, and a very good agreement is observed with regard to the data obtained301

using Ansys HFSS.302

The last validation example addresses the design of an X-band evanescent-mode303

filter composed of the cascade connection of 7 rectangular cavities whose transverse304

dimensions are 9.0 × 10.15 mm. A top coaxial feed has been considered in this new305

design, as represented in Fig. 8 (note that the first and the last cavities contain the306

coaxial excitation). The internal and external radii of the coaxial lines are 0.635 mm307

and 2.11 mm, respectively, and the relative permittivity is 2.08. Besides, the height308

of the coaxial probes is 5.836 mm, the feed point is located at a distance of 3.0 mm,309

and the length of the cavities containing the coaxial lines is 6.0 mm. On the other310
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hand, the radius of the considered cylindrical posts is 1.25 mm. The lengths of the311

rest of cavities of the filter (i.e. those loaded with the cylindrical posts), as well as312

the height of the considered resonant posts, are collected in Table 5. Moreover, the313

lengths of the uniform waveguide sections used between the rectangular cavities can314

be found in Table 6.315

The electrical response of the designed evanescent-mode filter has been represented316

in Fig. 9, where an excellent agreement is again observed between authors’ simula-317

tions and Ansys HFSS numerical data. In this design, 40 accessible modes have been318

employed in the rectangular waveguides, and 1025 RWG basis functions have been319

used for meshing each resonant cavity (the cavities containing the coaxial lines have320

required 500 RWG basis functions). The analysis of this filter only needed 38 s over321

200 frequency points, while the simulation with Ansys HFSS took about 15 min per322

frequency point.323

4. Conclusion

In this work, a novel CAD tool for the rigorous analysis and design of advanced324

waveguide components with an integrated coaxial excitation has been proposed. With325

respect to previous works on the same subject, the proposed technique is able to cope,326

for the first time to the authors’ knowledge, with the full-wave electromagnetic char-327

acterization of generalized coaxial probes that can be in contact with the metallic328

insets of the considered device, without resorting to hybrid techniques. To this aim,329

the original 3D BI-RME method has been properly modified to allow the use of RWG330
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basis functions for meshing purposes. An algebraic procedure based on a SVD de-331

composition has been also applied to cast such RWG basis functions into the classical332

solenoidal and non-solenoidal basis functions, thus allowing a rigorous representation333

of the unknown electric current density. Moreover, accurate closed expressions for334

the computation of the electromagnetic fields at an arbitrary observation point of the335

considered device have been derived. The proposed method has been fully validated336

through the presentation of several new designs concerning complex band-pass waveg-337

uide filters. The obtained electrical responses, as well as the electromagnetic fields338

inside the considered devices, have been successfully compared both to experimental339

and simulated data.340

Appendix A: Computation of the singular terms related to the calculation

of the electromagnetic field

In section 2.1, the following set of integrals was derived:341

IE1
(r) =

η

j k

∫

Sn

∇ge(r, r′)∇′ · fn(r
′)dS ′ (A1a)342

IE2
(r) =jkη

∫

Sn

G
A

0 (r, r
′) · fn(r

′) dS ′ (A1b)343

IH1
(r) =

∫

Sn

∇×G
A
0 (r, r

′) · fn(r
′) dS ′ (A1c)344

345

where r and r′ are, respectively, the so-called observation and source points, and346

fn(r
′) represents the n-th RWG basis functions. Note that the previous integrals347

become singular when the observation point is close to the source point. In order348

to cope with this situation, the integration of the singular terms requires a proper349

analytical treatment. The first step consists of decomposing the Green’s functions350
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into a singular and a regular term, with the aim of rewriting the set of integrals in351

(A1) as follows:352

IE1
(r) =I

(reg)
E1

(r) + I
(sing)
E1

(r) (A2a)353

IE2
(r) =I

(reg)
E2

(r) + I
(sing)
E2

(r) (A2b)354

IH1
(r) =I

(reg)
H1

(r) + I
(sing)
H1

(r) (A2c)355
356

On the one hand, the regular terms I(reg)(r) can be integrated employing very few357

integration points since the singularity has been extracted. On the other hand, on358

account of the investigation performed in [Bressan et Conciauro, 1985] for obtaining359

the singular terms of the scalar and dyadic Green’s function in the Coulomb gauge,360

the singular terms of the previous integrals can be expressed in the following form:361

I
(sing)
E1

(r) =
η

4j kπ

∫

S′

∇
1

R
∇′ · fn(r

′)dS ′ (A3a)362

I
(sing)
E2

(r) =
jkη

8π

∫

S′

1

R

(

I+
RR

R2

)

· fn(r
′) dS ′ (A3b)363

I
(sing)
H1

(r) =
1

8π

∫

S′

∇×
1

R

(

I+
RR

R2

)

· fn(r
′) dS ′ (A3c)364

365

where I is the unit dyadic, R = r− r′ and R = |R|. Next, we demonstrate that the366

singular integrals derived in (A3) can be analytically treated to finally yield closed367

expressions that enable us to obtain very accurate results for the electromagnetic368

field near the source points.369

A1. Calculation of I
(sing)
E1

(r)

As the divergence of a RWG basis function is a constant value (see [Rao et al.,370

1982]), the proper evaluation of this singular integral starts from the computation of371
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the next expression:372

I1(r) = ∇
∫

S′

1

R
dS ′ = ∇Iaux,1 (A4)373

In virtue of the results obtained in [Wilton et al., 1984], the integral (A4) can be374

expressed in terms of three line integrals. Let us consider the geometrical variables375

depicted in Fig. 1, where we have represented a triangular cell employed when a376

surface is meshed using classical RWG basis functions. In this figure, a line segment377

(i) of such triangular cell has been drawn using a bold line. Next, we define the378

following variables:379

d(i) = (r− r2 (i)) · n̂ = (r− r1 (i)) · n̂ (A5a)380

rproy = r− dn̂ (A5b)381

Po (i) =
[

(r2 (i) − r) · û(i)

]

· û(i) (A5c)382

Po (i) = |Po (i)| (A5d)383

Ro (i) =
√

d2 + P 2
o (i) (A5e)384

l1 (i) = (r1 (i) − r) · l̂(i) (A5f)385

l2 (i) = (r2 (i) − r) · l̂(i) (A5g)386

R1 (i) = |r− r1 (i)| (A5h)387

R2 (i) = |r− r2 (i)| (A5i)388
389

where d(i) is the distance between the observation point and the plane Π that contains390

the closed surface; n̂ represents a unit vector normal to the considered surface; Po (i)391

denotes the distance between the observation point projected onto the plane (rproy)392

and the line containing the line segment (i); and Po (i) is a unit vector directed along393
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such distance. Moreover, û(i) is an outward-pointing unit vector normal to the line394

segment (i), and l̂(i) is a unit vector directed along the line segment (i). Finally,395

the distances R1 (i) and R2 (i) are defined between the observation point and the two396

vertexes of the line segment (i); and l1 (i) and l2 (i) represent the coordinates of such397

vertexes expressed in terms of a parametric variable directed along the considered398

line segment, and considering the projection of the observation point onto the line399

containing the line segment (i) as the origin of this auxiliary reference system (see400

Fig. 1).401

Now, the auxiliary integral Iaux,1 can be written as:402

Iaux,1 =
∫

S′

1

R
dS ′ =

3
∑

i=1

Fs (i) (A6a)403

Fs (i) = |d(i)|

(

arctan

[

N1 (i)

D1 (i)

]

− arctan

[

N2 (i)

D2 (i)

])

+ ln

[

S2 (i)

S1 (i)

]

Po (i) (A6b)404

D1 (i) = R2
o (i) + |d(i)|R1 (i) (A6c)405

D2 (i) = R2
o (i) + |d(i)|R2 (i) (A6d)406

N1 (i) = Po (i)l1 (i) (A6e)407

N2 (i) = Po (i)l2 (i) (A6f)408

S1 (i) = R1 (i) + l1 (i) (A6g)409

S2 (i) = R2 (i) + l2 (i) (A6h)410
411

Finally, we have:412

I1(r) = ∇Iaux,1 =
3
∑

i=1

∇Fs (i) (A7a)413

∇Fs (i) =
∂Fs (i)

∂x
x̂ +

∂Fs (i)

∂y
ŷ +

∂Fs (i)

∂z
ẑ (A7b)414

415
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where the partial derivatives can be obtained as:416

F ′

s (i) =

(

arctan

[

N1 (i)

D1 (i)

]

− arctan

[

N2 (i)

D2 (i)

])

sign[d(i)]d
′

(i)

+ |d(i)|





−N1 (i)D
′

1 (i) +D1 (i)N
′

1 (i)

D2
1 (i) +N2

1 (i)

−
−N2 (i)D

′

2 (i) +D2 (i)N
′

2 (i)

D2
2 (i) +N2

2 (i)





+ ln

[

S2 (i)

S1 (i)

]

P ′

o (i) + Po (i)

(

−
S ′

1 (i)

S1 (i)

+
S ′

2 (i)

S2 (i)

)

(A8)417

In this equation, f ′ = ∂f/∂η, with η = x, y, z representing the classical rectangular418

coordinates.419

A2. Calculation of I
(sing)
E2

(r)

The evaluation of this singular integral has been already discussed in [Arcioni et al.,420

1997]. Following the guidelines that can be found in such contribution, a closed form421

expression can be derived:422

I2(r) =
∫

S ′

1

R

(

I+
RR

R2

)

· fn(r
′) dS ′ = 4IW (r)+2(r−rβ −2dn̂)Iaux,1+ INC(r) (A9)423

where we have defined:424

IW (r) =
1

2
û

3
∑

i=1

ln

[

S2 (i)

S1 (i)

]

R2
o (i) +B(i) (A10a)425

B(i) =
1

2
Po (i)(R2 (i)l2 (i) −R1 (i)l1 (i)) (A10b)426

INC(r) = (R1 − tβR1 · tβ)hβ ln
|R1|+ tβ ·R1

|R2|+ tβ ·R2
− tβhβ(|R2| − |R1|) (A10c)427

tβ =
R2 −R1

|R2 −R1|
(A10d)428

429

being R1 and R2 vectors defined with respect to the line segment opposite to the430

vertex pointed by vector rβ (see Fig. 1 for more details on the different scalar and431

vector variables).432
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A3. Calculation of I
(sing)
H1

(r)

The singular term I
(sing)
H1

(r) can be computed starting from (A9). In fact:433

I3(r) =
∫

S′

∇×
1

R

(

I+
RR

R2

)

· fn(r
′) dS ′ = ∇× I2(r) (A11)434

Therefore, we can readily derive:435

I3(r) = 4∇× IW (r) + 2∇Iaux,1 × (r− rβ − 2dn̂) (A12)436

since ∇ × INC(r) = 0. Besides, it is important to point out that the calculation of437

∇Iaux,1 has been already performed in (A7a). Finally, the curl of the vector function438

IW (r) can be easily obtained starting from the next partial derivatives:439

I′W =
1

2
û

3
∑

i=1

ln

[

S2 (i)

S1 (i)

]

2Ro (i)R
′

o (i) +R2
o (i)

(

−
S ′

1 (i)

S1 (i)
+

S ′

2 (i)

S2 (i)

)

+B ′

(i) (A13a)440

B ′

(i) =
1

2
P ′

o (i)(R2 (i)l2 (i) − R1 (i)l1 (i)) +
1

2
Po (i)(R

′

2 (i)l2 (i)441

+R2 (i)l
′

2 (i) −R ′

1 (i)l1 (i) − R1 (i)l
′

1 (i)) (A13b)442

443

If the observation point is exactly located on the line segment of a triangular cell444

acting as a source point, it is possible to demonstrate that the field cannot be longer445

calculated using (A7a). Even in this case, an accurate computation of the electric446

and magnetic fields can be performed making use of the continuity equation. We can447

obtain:448

E(r) =− n̂ ·

∑Ncs

n=1 d
cs
n ∇ · fns(r)

jωǫrǫ0
(A14a)449

H(r) =− Js × n̂ = −

(

Ncs
∑

n=1

dcsn fns(r)

)

× n̂ (A14b)450

451

being Ncs the number of RWG basis functions fns(r) defined on the triangular cell452

acting as a source point, and dcsn the expansion coefficients defined in (11). It is very453
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important to note that the expresions (A14) provide a very simple formulation for454

computing the electromagnetic field on the source points, not only avoiding the nu-455

merical instabilities present in (12), but also significantly reducing the computational456

effort related to this calculation.457
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Figure 1. Geometrical quantities associated with the line segment (i) lying in the plane

Π.
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Figure 2. Interdigital band-pass filter composed of 5 resonators. The coaxial probe is in

contact with the metallic posts of the input and output resonators.
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Figure 3. S-parameters of the interdigital filter of Fig. 2.
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a)

b)

Figure 4. Magnitude (V/m) of the electric field of the interdigital filter computed at

f = 1.75 GHz on the x = 0 plane. a) 3D BI-RME simulated results. b) HFSS simulated

data.
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Figure 5. Inductive iris waveguide filter with rounded corners.
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Figure 6. S-parameters of the manufactured inductive filter represented in Fig. 5.
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a)

b)

Figure 7. Magnitude (A/m) of the magnetic field of the inductive iris waveguide filter at

f = 83 GHz on the y = 0 plane. a) 3D BI-RME simulated results. b) HFSS simulated data.
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Figure 8. X-band evanescent-mode filter. A top coaxial feed configuration is used in this

design.
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Figure 9. S-parameters of the evanescent-mode filter designed in Fig. 8.
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Table 1. Dimensions of the resonators of the interdigital filter of Fig. 2 (all data in mm).

Resonator Length Height of post Height of screw
1, 5 19.262 39.027 8.144
2 17.0 38.536 8.067
3 21.217 38.545 8.109
4 17.0 38.536 8.088

Table 2. Length of the uniform waveguide sections used between the resonators of the

interdigital filter of Fig. 2 (all data in mm).

Waveguide section Length
1, 4 0.207
2, 3 1.287

Table 3. Widths of the inductive irises of the filter of Fig. 5 (all data in mm).

Iris Width
1, 10 1.966
2, 9 1.638
3, 8 1.435
4, 7 1.399
5, 6 1.384

Table 4. Lengths of the resonators of the inductive filter of Fig. 5 (all data in mm).

Resonator Length
1 1.106

2, 8 1.342
3 1.464

4, 6 1.487
5 1.492
7 1.463
9 1.108

Table 5. Dimensions of the rectangular cavities of the evanescent-mode filter of Fig. 8

(all data in mm).

Cavity Length Height of post
2, 6 4.5 5.508

3, 4, 5 6.0 5.542
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Table 6. Length of the uniform waveguide sections used between the cavities of the

evanescent-mode filter of Fig. 8 (all data in mm).

Waveguide section Length
1, 6 0.367
2, 5 6.45
3, 4 6.78
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